
2010 -2.01 -0.07 2.61 4.97 1.91 1.58 6.32 1.30 -3.29 -4.27 -3.41 5.15

2011 2.58 2.08 0.14 1.63 -0.12 -2.62 7.84 6.59 5.03 -1.88 -2.59 0.19 19.84

2012 -0.60 0.29 -2.52 2.53 5.89 -0.51 4.50 0.03 -0.60 -1.86 -0.25 -0.43 6.30
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Pulsar FI Macro is a systematic fixed income fund. Using a combination of momentum, volatility and yield curve macro strategies, it invests

via futures and options aiming to achieve absolute returns with limited drawdowns
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Central bankers around the globe are speeding up the 

debt monetisation process. With Abe’s recent victory 

in Japan, everybody is now aligned. The Fed has 

been buying its committed $40bn monthly quota of 

MBS and Draghi has managed to calm down the most 

apocalyptic forecasts of a disorderly debt restructuring 

in the Euro Area. “Job creation”, “growth”, 

“transmission mechanism”, The arguments come in 

all shapes and sizes but it would seem that for 

everybody the solution is the same. Inflation has 

never been easier! 

Central bankers do not like exchange rate volatility. 

But now, if they inflate in tandem, they could avoid the 

collateral damage to exchange rates. Nobody will be 

embarrassed. The task is to create inflation while 

keeping expectations on check, in this way debt can 

be reduced in real terms and at the same time 

keeping refinancing costs down. Mark Carney, the 

governor designate of the Bank of England has  put  it

itin plain English: “Nominal GDP Targets”. 

If GDP in nominal terms grows at a fastest rate than 

nominal interest rates then the deleveraging of the 

economy will be achieved and nobody will get hurt. 

Mission impossible? We have been arguing since 

many years that the near zero real interest rates in the 

Developed World reflects a low value of marginal 

productivity of capital. The 5 year rate is at 0.7% and 

this still does not create enough positive NAV projects 

to jump start the business cycle. New credit can not 

stimulate real investments any further.

So this is not about real growth, but just nominal 

growth. The new paradigm in monetary policy is about 

reducing Debt/GDP ratios and possiblygenerating a 

“feel good effect” to increase consumption, as 

Bernanke has publicly stated. The financial system is 

still deleveraging so central bankers are lending to final 

consumers directly by buying mortgages. We should 

soon expect a Central Bank Credit Card program! 

Our view then is that we are close to a regime shift. 

Yield curves are about to steepen. Currencies are 

difficult to predict as every central bank is pushing on 

the same direction, but opportunities will abound and 

volatility will likely get richer. In the near term we are 

negative on the yen and prefer the Dollar to other 

currencies from a risk/reward perspective.

Long rates continued the same trendless pattern in 

December as we have experienced in the last few 

months, oscillating in the 1.7-1.9% range and hurting 

momentum based strategies. Gains in the US 

flatteners were partially offset by losses on the JGB 

steepener. As the new liquidity programs start to 

affect Policy data, our models are shifting towards a 

steepening of the curves, especially in the US in the 

5-2y range as well as in the Eurodollar 2y-6m. During 

the past QE rounds we have seen increased volatility 

in rates and steepening curves. We are consequently 

favouring extreme event hedges as well. 



This document researches a fund not authorised or recognised as a collective regulated investment scheme for the purposes of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 

2000 and is therefore for private circulation only and is not intended and must not be distributed to private investors. It is for information purposes only and does not offer any 

specific investment advice. Under no circumstances should it be used or considered as an advisory or offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer or advisory to buy any 

securities.

As a high volatility investment this fund may be subject to sudden falls in value and these could lead to a large loss on realisation which could equal the amount invested. An 

investor in the fund will not be liable to compensation for any losses. CrossBorder Capital points out that the value of all investments and the income derived therefrom can 

decrease as well as increase (this may be partly due to exchange rate fluctuations in investments that have an exposure to currencies other than the base currency of the 

fund). In addition that fund may from time to time use options, futures and warrants which are highly specialised activities and entail greater than ordinary investment risks. 

Thus a relatively small movement in the price of a security to which these relate may result in a disproportionately large percentage movement, unfavourable as well as 

favourable, in their price. The fund may gear itself by other means as well. This report uses historical and simulated pro-forma results which may not be a guide to future 

performance. 

Whilst given in good faith neither we nor any officer, employee, or agent of ours shall be liable for loss or damage, whether direct or indirect, which may be suffered by using 

or relying on the information, research, opinions, advice or recommendations contained herein or in any prior or subsequent written or verbal presentations. The employees 

of CrossBorder Capital Limited may have a position or otherwise be interested in funds mentioned in this report. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published 

by any recipient for any purpose. CrossBorder Capital Limited is regulated by the FSA for the conduct of investment business in the UK.
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Other CrossBorder Capital Funds
Fund Share Class ISIN November Last 3 Months Last 12 Months

CrossBorder Capital Pulsar Absolute A KYG7303Y1070 -2.08 -2.08 2.19

CrossBorder Capital Pulsar EM C KYG7303Y1567 1.97 1.98 11.33

CrossBorder Capital Pulsar Alpha E KYG7303Y1492 -2.25 -4.55 -8.77

Fund Details
Corporate: Cayman OEIC

Dealing: Monthly purchase and weekly redemption (5 business days notice)

Minimum: USD 100,000

Fees: Management Fee: 1.00% p.a.; Performance Fee: 20% over 5% treshold

Contact Details

David Straker-Smith Michael Howell Pablo Carbajal Hari Krishnan

dss@liquidity.com mjh@liquidity.com pc@liquidity.com hpk@liquidity.com

Bermuda : (1) 441 295 3294

London : (44) 20 7908 2800

CROSSBORDER CAPITAL BERMUDA LIMITED

REGULATED BY THE FSA

TELEPHONE (1) 441 295 5588 / FACSIMILE (1) 441 295 5578TELEPHONE (44) 20 7908 2800 / FACSIMILE (44) 20 7908 2835

96 BAKER STREET, LONDON W1U 6TJ
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Yield Curves
US and German Selected Yield Curves
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